Transverse relaxation mechanisms in articular cartilage.
Relaxation rates in the rotating frame (R1rho) and spin-spin relaxation rates (R2) were measured in articular cartilage at various orientations of cartilage layer to the static magnetic field (B0), at various spin locking field strengths and at two different static magnetic field strengths. It was found that R1rho in the deep radial zone depended on the orientation of specimens in the magnet and decreased with increasing the spin locking field strength. In contrast, R1rho values in the transitional zone were nearly independent of the specimen orientation and the spin locking field strength. Measurements of the same specimens at 2.95 and 7.05 T showed an increase of R1rho and most R2 values with increasing B0. The inverse B0 dependence of some R2 values was probably due to a multicomponent character of the transverse magnetization decay. The experiments revealed that the dominant T1rho and T2 relaxation mechanism at B0 < or = 3 T is a dipolar interaction due to slow anisotropic motion of water molecules in the collagen matrix. On average, the contribution of scalar relaxation due to rapid proton exchange in femoral head cartilage at 2.95 T is about 6% or less of the total R1rho at the spin locking field of 1000 Hz.